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Personalized care for the people you love
At HCA Florida Pasadena Hospital, we show up for your family's health. Our multidisciplinary teams partner with you to create personalized care plans, and as part of Florida's largest network of care, we provide you with the exact expertise and resources you need.


View Our SpecialtiesWork with Us
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Explore our services
 Find a specialty

 Call for nurse consultation
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 Access your medical records








Advanced healthcare services in St. Petersburg, Florida
HCA Florida Pasadena Hospital, our 307-bed hospital, has been providing high-quality healthcare services to the St. Petersburg community and the surrounding areas for more than 40 years. We offer a broad range of inpatient and outpatient services and specialty programs. Our teams are dedicated to advancing healthcare, improving technologies and increasing our medical expertise to most benefit you.
Learn More About Our Hospital






Why people choose us
Our hospital is committed to offering advanced healthcare services with a compassionate, patient-focused approach in the St. Petersburg community.




We live here and work here.
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We provide high-quality care.
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We're part of the St. Petersburg community.
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Capabilities

	Cardiology
	24-Hour Emergency Care
	Surgical Services



	Orthopedics
	Physical Therapy (Inpatient and Outpatient)
	Wound Care and Hyperbaric Medicine





Accreditations

	Accreditation from The Joint Commission



	Primary Stroke Center certification from The Joint Commission





Awards and recognitions

	Five-Star Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Recipient from Healthgrades
	Five-Star Hip Fracture Treatment Recipient from Healthgrades



	Five-Star Sepsis Care Recipient from Healthgrades
	Institute of Quality designation from Aetna
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Our treatments and services

Surgical procedures
From the moment you arrive for an inpatient or outpatient procedure, we strive to ensure, now more than ever, that you are safe in our capable hands.
Learn more about our surgical procedures keyboard_arrow_right

Emergency care
Our ER provides a full spectrum of care that addresses what you need when you need it most 24/7. We offer rapid assessments and treatments from a multidisciplinary team of physicians and nurses experienced in emergency care.
Learn more about our emergency care keyboard_arrow_right



Preparing for your visit
We strive to inform patients about financial expectations regarding healthcare services and prepare them for upcoming procedures.




Patient financial resources
Our hospital is committed to providing useful information to our patients so you can understand the financial side of your healthcare needs.
Patient financial resources  keyboard_arrow_right





Register online
We know your time is valuable, so we offer convenient online registration for services such as surgical procedures, mammograms and diagnostic tests and treatments.
Register online keyboard_arrow_right





Advance care planning
When creating an advance care plan, there are several aspects to consider. That's why we've put together a set of guidelines to help you make your plan.
Advance care planning keyboard_arrow_right




For visitors
We want our patients' visitors to be informed and have pleasant experiences. To do that, we provide information regarding our visitor services and policies, guest Wi-Fi access, community partnerships and other resources.
Visitor services and policies keyboard_arrow_right
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MyHealthONE allows you to manage all parts of your healthcare easily and securely
	View health records - lab results, physician notes, imaging reports and more
	View your post-visit summary
	Schedule a follow-up appointment
	Share your health records with a physician or caregiver
	And more


Create an account keyboard_arrow_right



Download the MyHealthONE app on the App Store® or Google Play









The Healthy Living Blog
Fresh knowledge and insights in and around healthcare industry.
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March 20, 2024

Learn the best practices for how to avoid food poisoning and enjoy the game with tips from HCA Florida Healthcare.








Is walking exercise? 7 things to know about your daily walking routine keyboard_arrow_right
April 01, 2024
Tayla Holman

Starting a walking exercise routine is a simple way to promote good health. But how many steps should you aim for, and how often?








5 signs of autism in adults and the importance of getting a diagnosis keyboard_arrow_right
April 01, 2024
Tayla Holman

Autism is often underdiagnosed or misdiagnosed in adults with low support needs. Learn five signs of autism in adults and why a diagnosis is beneficial.




How to reduce stress hormones: 5 ways to lower cortisol levels keyboard_arrow_right
April 01, 2024
Tayla Holman

Chronic stress and cortisol buildup can cause health problems like high blood pressure. Learn how to reduce stress hormones and improve your health.
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Check Symptoms and Find Care
Sign Up For Our Newsletter
Enter your email addressemail





Follow Us
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